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Introduction 
Overview 
This thesis is an interdisciplinary explanation of correspondences between painting 
and philosophy. It does not offer, as could be assumed, a critique of philosophical 
concepts or an instrumental description of painting. Instead, it shows how concepts 
from philosophy can be used to see painting in new ways, particularly abstract 
painting.1  
The philosophy discussed here is limited to continental or speculative philosophy, 
mainly, but not exclusively, the philosophy of Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari. The 
work of philosopher Richard Rorty also plays a part because he presents a clear 
description of the relationship between vision and philosophy. From a philosopher’s 
point of view, painting is highly relevant to an image of thought and is in general, 
used to explain conceptual assemblies. Rarely, however, do philosophers talk of 
painting’s own philosophy. 
This thesis argues for an account of painting as philosophy of sensation.2  
Since philosophy makes images of thoughts, painting as philosophy of sensation is 
concerned with how an image of thought can appear as sensations within paintings. 
Before discussing how painting presents an image of thought, the notion that thinking 
is an image of thought needs to be discussed. Philosophy has provided many images 
of thought, but the movement from a transcendent to an immanent image of thought is 
of particular interest because it is shown that painting, like philosophy, also makes 
this shift. This leads to the philosophical question of the relationship between 
transcendence and immanence and, from there, the corresponding shift from painting 
as representations of being to painting as becoming. 
Philosophy has been in the process of self-questioning throughout the 20th century, 
even to the point of self-destruction. The result for western philosophy has been a re-
                                                 
1
 In this thesis, the term “abstract painting” will initially mean painting that is concerned with non-
representational pictures. The reason that the meaning is given this way is so that the question of 
representation can be discussed from the point of view of both philosophy and painting. The question 
of surface and depth in abstract painting is discussed in a number of places in the thesis. This 
discussion elaborates upon the non-representational meaning of abstract painting. 
2
 This is a term taken from Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari’s, What Is Philosophy? Columbia 
University Press, NY, USA, 1994, pp. 177-87. 
  2 
focusing away from transcendence towards immanence. In this process, philosophical 
“representation”, which is a feature of transcendent thinking, has received a thorough 
and vigorous critique that is reflected in other fields, such as painting. Within 
philosophy of sensation, the relationship between transcendence and immanence takes 
the form of a relationship between representation and abstraction. It is within the 
shifting relationship of representation and abstraction that the philosophical 
importance of painting can be explained in terms of an image of thought. 
The thesis begins with interiority as the location for an image of thought, showing 
how this changes under modern ways of thinking. The focus is mainly on how 
abstract painting is the result of a modern image of thought. Changes in painting are 
compared with changes in philosophical concepts to establish areas of correspondence 
between painting and philosophy.  
The influences of the two fields, painting and philosophy, are assumed to be a 
mutual influence, painting influencing philosophy and philosophy influencing 
painting. Sometimes, painting provides insights into concepts and sometimes 
philosophy explains painting. One of the key philosophical concepts is vision, where 
vision is used as a metaphor for conceptual “seeing”. It is argued that this has a strong 
influence on painting as, through its use in philosophy, the image of thought changes 
from one configured as if it were on a mirror-like surface, to one that has both depth 
and surface. This is comparable with a change in philosophy between the European 
Enlightenment and the 20th century and is argued here to be inherent in abstract 
painting practice3 concerned with the interplay of non-figurative surface and depth. 
For philosophy, this is a change from transcendence to immanence but, for painting, it 
is a change that needs another term. This term is “strange seeing”,4 a necessary way of 
seeing that allows the seeing of depth when seeing a surface. With strange seeing, a 
new theoretical position for abstract painting is possible that corresponds to a similar 
position in philosophy. 
                                                 
3
 The relationship between the thesis and art practice is one of theory to practice. The thesis is a 
particular theory about a particular practice. As such, the thesis is situated among the influences upon 
the practice as well as situating the practice among the same influences. Text and practice work 
together as a theoretical practice, a writing practice and a painting practice. The sense, to use a 
Deleuzian term, of the thesis and the painting, is theory. While the sense of the painting is surface and 
the sense of the writing is text.  
4
 The term “strange seeing” appears here in quotation marks but will appear as standard text throughout 
the paper from here. 
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Darkness is a feature of strange seeing and figures in both philosophy and painting. 
Connected to the sublime and uncanny, strange seeing is that which makes possible 
the consciousness of multi-valence, or multiple layers of space,5 in both conceptual 
assemblies and in paintings. Strange seeing opens up the spaces of autonomous 
intensive works to an impure mixture of surface and depth. This impure mixture is 
argued to be a Deleuzian image of thought. Further, since this image of thought is 
made as a visual sensation or event, it is best understood as a philosophy of sensation. 
As philosophy of sensation, painting can be understood as propositional. Using a 
four-part Deleuzian model, denomination is a naming of an intensity, presence is 
made manifest and has an internal or signifying logic, all of which is held within its 
place by the interweaving and balancing of sense and nonsense. 
The connection between sense and nonsense, surface and depth and immanence is 
made using an explanation of two forms of abstraction, reductive and constructive. 
These two forms of abstraction come together within resemblance in order to appear 
as the image of thought. The thesis uses resemblance to show how abstract painting 
can take part in philosophy of sensation. 
The main concept for painting as a philosophy of sensation is the twofold seeing of 
space. In a small section of A Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari describe their 
concept of sensation, primarily in reference to painting but also in relation to figures 
such as “house”, “cosmos” and “flesh”. Deleuze and Guattari use these terms 
simultaneously as both metaphors and literal terms. They use the term conceptual 
personæ for this type of concept. Strange seeing is how the movement from the house 
to the cosmos can occur. Strange seeing concerns conceptual personæ not within 
conceptual assemblies but as figures assembled for seeing, or æsthetic figures. In 
abstract painting, æsthetic figures are the basic ingredients of constructive abstraction 
and within which the image of thought is found. 
                                                 
5
 The term “space” is used here in its post-Kantian meaning, which is to say as becoming space or 
space that includes time. This can be compared to the Bergsonian space/time, or “duration”, where time 
and space are taken to be a single attribute constituted of virtual multiplicities. The spatialisation of 
duration creates an image of thought, but for Bergson, this is as a non-representational image. So, the 
image of thought, as painting, needs to go beyond representation, if it is to have duration. In this thesis, 
this will be discussed in Deleuzian terms rather than those of Bergson because Deleuze takes the 
discussion into more figurative terms. 
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The Contribution of the Thesis to Knowledge  
An account of abstract painting as philosophy of sensation is important because, 
despite the strong discourse of the early 20th century, abstract painting has come, in 
the late 20th and early 21st centuries, to lack a philosophical purpose from its own 
point of view. Æsthetics is a field of study that has dominated the philosophy of 
painting, even when the ideas that supported the foundation of æsthetics have long 
since been overturned. This has left painting, as a field of knowledge in its own right, 
in need of an account of its being. This might seem to be a strong claim, especially 
given the popularity of continental philosophers, such as Gilles Deleuze, in art theory. 
However, much current theoretical work concerning art, especially painting, draws on 
contemporary philosophical metaphysics, but does so in order to connect painting to 
another field, such as politics.6 As such, art becomes instrumental within those fields 
through its connection to continental philosophy.7 The question of what painting is, in 
and of itself, has tended to become submerged due to its use as an agent for various 
other interests, such as politics.  
However, this is a relatively recent state of affairs for abstract painting. In the 
writing of painters and theorists, from the early to mid- 20th century, connections 
between painting and metaphysical philosophy are commonplace. It might be 
assumed that the modernist style of self-critique in painting naturally takes the form 
of philosophical enquiry. Yet, after the middle of the 20th century, painters fell silent 
about their work, only reviving their discussion when new purposes for art were 
found outside the direct practice and seeing of painting.  
                                                 
6
 A brief survey of the journal of the Art Association of Australia and New Zealand demonstrates the 
trend towards relevance in art. The issues and topics important in art are almost all to do with history, 
and are dealt with as “content” that may or may not have critical, social or political importance. Other 
journals of art theory or, more rarely, theories of practice, deal with the critical consequences for art. 
For instance, New Media Art is essentially concerned with the politics of technology, where 
technology has become representational technology. This coincides with an increase in the number of 
artists taking part in the AAANZ and other venues for critical thinking. Artists are bringing their work 
into such institutions as intellectual activity. This thesis provides a basis for abstract painting within 
this context. 
7
 The term continental philosophy refers to the non-analytic traditions of European philosophy, mostly 
French, German and Anglo-American traditions. Continental is a term that refers to European 
philosophy from Kant onwards, but from an English-speaking point of view. Its main concerns are 
ontological and epistemological and stem from a range of thinking, form Neoplatonic to German 
Romanticism. These concerns often drift into related areas such as politics, economics, psychology and 
many more, both contributing to and drawing from these fields. According to the introduction of 
William McNeill and Karen Feldman, Continental Philosophy: An Anthology, Blackwell Press, USA, 
1998, the term is difficult to place precisely but appears to have emerged from the rapid increase in 
translation of French and German texts in the mid to late 20th century.  
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For instance, the questioning of abstract painting as a form of thought, evident in 
the work of early 20th century painters such as Malevich and Kandinsky, has been 
displaced in favour of painting as a critique within other fields. This has left 
abstraction at a disadvantage because it is easier, for viewers used to signification to 
attach objective meaning to representational images than to abstraction.  
Since Marcel Duchamp abandoned painting for “the concept”, abstract painting 
has struggled to establish itself as a thoughtful practice. From Mondrian’s spiritualism 
to Greenbergian surfaces, metaphysical interpretations of abstraction have been 
advanced. However, in current theoretical practices there is little theory of painting as 
a thoughtful practice with metaphysical importance. The aim of this thesis is to 
address this lack.  
Deleuzian philosophy is often used to argue for the “content” of painting rather 
than the practice of painting itself. Concentrating on abstract painting and continental 
philosophy reveals how to create theories of painting, as the image of thought, within 
painting practice.  
Even though Deleuze and Guattari are extremely popular in the late 20th and early 
21st centuries with artists and art academics, it is still important to be clear about why 
they are useful for painting. There are a number of reasons for appealing to the work 
of Deleuze as well as Deleuze and Guattari when theorising painting.  
First, Deleuze and Deleuze with Guattari, have been the most productive writers in 
the philosophy of immanence, especially in their analysis of “becomings”. Becoming-
thought is that which moves and, as they have claimed, “thought demands only 
movement that can be carried to infinity”.8 Thinking in terms of becoming is 
necessarily a new and self-conscious way for modern western thinking. To change a 
way of thinking requires an effort within self-consciousness that is not always 
successful. The habit of thinking in terms of ideal objects before transcendental 
subjects is deeply ingrained in western thinking and this is precisely what Deleuze, 
writing independently and with Guattari, is addressing. They argue that traces of this 
transcendent way of thinking remain in almost all activities, including painting. In 
their work, however, they move away from transcendent thinking to immanent or 
becoming-thinking. Becoming-thinking shifts thought from things as objects to things 
                                                 
8
 Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari (Hugh Tomlinson and Graham Burchell trans.), What Is 
Philosophy? Columbia University Press, NY, USA, 1994,  p. 37. 
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as becomings. An example is the shift that Deleuze reveals in Kantian thinking from 
phenomena as appearances to phenomena as “appearings”.9 This understanding, 
alone, creates for Deleuze an entirely new way of understanding Kant’s Critique of 
Pure Reason. Applied to painting, immanent thinking gives painting a new and 
constructive lease on life that modern theory of the mid 20th century and connected to 
theory in a number of fields such as literature and philosophy, with its Nietzschean 
attachment to declarations of the death of a range of activities, had apparently cut 
short. 
Second, Deleuze and Guattari assert that their work is best used in the production 
of artistic practices, rather than in the academic mastery of texts. Their work is 
intended, partially at least, to be used within fields of production, such as painting. To 
this end, Deleuze and Guattari have described how the various disciplines with which 
they have been concerned might exhibit a “rich tissue of correspondences”.10 In their 
work, this is modelled as a diagram that shows a dynamic interplay between the three 
general fields of art, science and philosophy. The correspondence between these fields 
or practices complement various other theories about painting and reinforces painting 
as a source of new assemblies of knowledge. Assemblies of knowledge are 
interdisciplinary and, as such, the thesis is constituted by the paintings and the paper, 
rather than the paintings or the paper. That is, the thesis, consisting of both painting 
and text is a theory of painting practice as knowledge.  
Synopsis of the Chapters 
Chapter 1. The Darkened Room 
Chapter 1 establishes the trajectory for the thesis and presents an explanation of the 
title, The Darkened Room.11 The Darkened Room is dark because the effect of vision 
is reduced within what is known in order to reveal that which is not known. This takes 
place within a room that is familiar, homely and comfortable. Darkening the room 
loosens the hold that familiarity has over thought and frees it to find new thoughts; for 
thinking as movement from the familiar to the unfamiliar, the known room to the 
                                                 
9
 See Gilles Deleuze (Hugh Tomlinson and Barbara Haberjam trans.), Kant’s Critical Philosophy: The 
Doctrine of the Faculties, University of Minnesota Press, USA, 2003. 
10
 Gilles Deleuze and Félix Guattari (Hugh Tomlinson and Graham Burchell trans.), What Is 
Philosophy? Columbia University Press, NY, USA, 1994, p. 199. 
11
 The spatialisation implied in this thesis is “western” in the sense that it is principally discussed from 
the European perspective. The Darkened Room, as title and an image, is essentially European. 
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unknown cosmos. The consideration of the known familiar room, the unknown, 
darkness, light and the movement of thought are essential if painting is to constitute 
an image of thought and form a philosophy of sensation. 
The chapter opens with the movement of thought within modern thinking and the 
effect that this movement has on painting. This focuses on a shift in the way that 
interiority is comprehended. This shift corresponds to a shift in the critique of visual 
metaphors in philosophy. The role of visual metaphors in philosophy is discussed and 
brought to painting. This includes the role that the lens and mirror metaphors play in 
thinking and how these metaphors gloss over the difference between actual physical 
vision and the lens. Richard Rorty’s “mirror of nature” and Martin Jay’s explanation 
of the critique of visual metaphors are especially important. Perspectivalism and anti-
ocularcentrism are two of the keys terms associated with Rorty’s and Jay’s arguments, 
respectively.  
The move from perspectivalism and its reliance on lens-like systems of 
representation, to a new way of seeing, means painting can be comprehended as 
immanent. This is explained by closely examining the relevance of Gilles Deleuze 
and Félix Guattari to painting. The Deleuzo-Guattarian correspondence between art, 
science and philosophy provides a model for immanent painting that places it among 
other disciplines. This makes it possible to use philosophical explanations of painting. 
At the end of the chapter, the work of Kandinsky is explained as an instance of the 
use of darkness within painting. Kandinsky’s paintings are accounted for as silent 
visual operations in which dark and light, line and colour form an image of thought.12 
To comprehend how this occurs requires seeing both the surface and depth, or 
“strange seeing”. 
Chapter 2. Surface and Depth, Seeing As and Seeing In 
Strange seeing, as surface and depth, is developed before moving to the Deleuzo-
Guattarian model of painting and proposition. Strange seeing is developed using a 
transition from Ernst Gombrich’s position of “seeing-as” to Richard Wollheim’s 
position of “seeing-in”. This transition builds a third, composite, position in which 
                                                 
12
 In this thesis, “dark and light, line and colour” refer to the Deleuzian, “sense” of painting. The 
manufacture or merely “facture” of the work is the organising of sense as material and as such it is the 
“expressed” as Deleuze calls it. This is discussed in the Chapter 5. 
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strange seeing is both seeing-in and seeing-as, that is, a spatial twofold seeing of 
surface and depth.  
The result is used to investigate the technical and spatial aspects of Victor 
Vasarely’s and Bridget Riley’s paintings. Aspects of Vasarely’s work are shown to be 
concerned with a scientific approach to painting, in which a unity of pictorial space 
with natural space is sought through the expression of concepts within geometric 
abstraction. This leads to a codification of pictorial space as conceptual architecture 
within which spatial concepts can be represented. Riley’s work is shown to be a space 
that does not represent because it does not attempt to codify or determine dimensional 
depth in pictorial space. This is done using a detailed analysis and, in some instances, 
synthesis of Riley’s working process. Riley’s work requires a dual seeing of depths 
through colour. Dual seeing, in Riley’s work, provides the basis for a connection to 
Deleuzo-Guattarian becoming.  
Chapter 3. The Image of Thought and Abstraction 
Using strange seeing (of surface and depth), as developed in Chapter 2, painting is 
positioned as the image of thought. Through abstraction, the thought-like qualities of 
painting are revealed as a surface image of thought that creates depths. The image of 
thought is described as an impure mixture of surface and depth. Impure mixtures are 
those in which the surface assemblies and elements, from which depths are created, 
remain present in the creation of depth.  
In order to explain how impure mixtures can be found within abstract painting, two 
forms of abstraction are analysed using the Deleuzo-Guattarian distinction between 
reductive abstraction, which requires an exterior purpose, and constructive 
abstraction, which does not. Reductive abstraction brings about the return of the 
surface as a replacement for the excluded reality of representation, while constructive 
abstraction is the operation of the painting’s assembly within its own world. This 
leads to a discussion of the ways that painting can operate not only like philosophy, 
but also philosophically, because painting uses, according to another Deleuzo-
Guattarian distinction, “æsthetic figures” instead of “conceptual personæ”, as 
demonstrated in the work of Kasimir Malevich. For Deleuze and Guattari, æsthetic 
figures and conceptual personæ can function in a similar fashion within their 
respective practices, philosophy and painting. 
  9 
Foucault’s notion of resemblance is then used to show how painting, as the image 
of thought, can be used as a proposition. The merging of resemblance and 
representation is undone so that abstraction can resemble, without being tied to the 
transcendence of representation. This leads to a view of paintings as philosophical 
propositions about spaces and events.  
Chapter 4. Abstract Space 
Chapter 4 begins with a brief discussion about the insistence on autonomy as a 
feature of rebellious avant-garde abstract painting. This insistence is a corollary of the 
demand by artists that paintings are there to be seen by passive and silent viewers so 
that the inner natural subjectivity of the artist can speak through the painting in order 
to instruct the world in natural reality. In this way of thinking, painting reaches an 
end, as Hegel predicted, because having reconnected human individuals with nature, 
there is nothing left to do. The problem is that nature remains unconnected because no 
finalised image can express a becoming world. Rather, the image of thought and that 
of painting as thought, is immanent. For painting to reflect each person’s being, it has 
to reveal a multiplicity of spaces and events. As such, painting needs to be opened up 
to seeing in such a way that it is a multivalent and multi-layered expression of spaces 
and events.  
This chapter is principally concerned with the ambiguity of planes of space within 
abstract painting. The central idea used to explore this ambiguity is the flattening of 
space according to a theory by Leo Steinberg (1920- ). Steinberg’s idea is that abstract 
space flattens the picture plane thereby merging pictorial space and the surface. For 
Steinberg, the merging of the two spaces creates tensions and dissonances when 
seeing the work. Grids are used to show how this comes about. The pictorial grid is 
tilted to the vertical position to become a single flat plane combined with the surface 
compositional grid. However, the possibilities for events within pictorial space are 
different to those upon the surface and, in blending the two grids, tensions between 
the surface and the pictorial space emerge. The nature of these tensions and 
dissonances reveals that seeing is no longer only beyond the surface but also in front 
of it, between the viewer and the surface.   
The chapter ends with Australian artist Robert Owen’s painting and architectural 
work in order to show how multiplicity can be thought. Owen’s oeuvre has, among 
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other features, a split between colour grid paintings, which Owen calls a science of 
consciousness, and his linear geometric architecture and sculpture projects. Between 
these two strands of Owen’s work, there is a space that he does not seem to explore. 
This is the ambiguous space of surface and depth, as indicated by the in-between-ness 
of the steel frame of Webb Bridge and the shadows of that frame on the bridge’s 
pathway. 
How the coexistence of incompatible spaces can be understood as a painting, is the 
next phase of the thesis. 
Chapter 5. The Planets 
In this chapter, the application of the Deleuzian model of proposition to painting is 
explained. This model of a proposition consists of three mutually constituted parts 
that overlap as “sense”. Sense is the expressive part of the proposition, in the same 
way that the painting’s surface is the expressive part of a painting. Sense is made by 
each proposition and, simultaneously, constitutes each proposition. Sense is balanced 
against nonsense within each proposition, so that each actual proposition includes the 
trace of nonsense, just as each pictorial space includes a trace of its surface. Strange 
seeing is the interplay of sense and nonsense, as surface and depth and is an essential 
ingredient for painting practice. Paintings are then discussed in terms of the way that 
the three-part model is overlapped as sense while, at the same time, it constitutes a 
proposition. 
The use of the title in painting is discussed by referring to the importance that it 
has for Bridget Riley and by comparing this to the term “denomination” in the 
Deleuzian model of a proposition. Denomination is one of the three parts subtended 
by sense. Propositions are the link, in practice, between painting and philosophy. The 
Deleuzian model of propositions, in which three parts overlap to create “sense”, 
matches the model of painting practice as an experimental practice. Through an 
understanding of paintings as propositions, their contribution to knowledge can be 
discerned as philosophy of sensation.  
Deleuze and Guattari’s term, “nomad science”, is used to provide an approach to 
techniques for making paintings as propositions. Propositions in abstract painting 
primarily concern events in space, or space itself. Four series of paintings are used to 
illustrate this approach. The first three series of paintings use different forms of 
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relationships between the three overlapping parts of a proposition, with the fourth 
part, “sense”, evident in the painting, itself. Finally, The Planets are discussed in 
detail, with special attention to the relationship that they have with scientific 
representations of planets. 
In conclusion, the aim of the thesis is to contribute to the perception of painting as 
a careful, rigorous thinking practice that takes part in the creation and communication 
of new knowledge: That painting, as the image of thought, as a philosophy of 
sensation, takes part in the “conversation of the world”.13
                                                 
13
 Richard Rorty, Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature, Princeton University Press, USA, 1979, p. 394. 
